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Math 430 / Math 505 Introduction to Complex Geometry – Midterm 1
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Please do not write anything inside the above boxes!

Check that there are 2 questions on your booklet. Write your name on top of every page. Show your work in
reasonable detail. A correct answer without proper or too much reasoning may not get any credit.
Submit your solutions on this booklet only. Use extra pages if necessary.

Rules for Homework and Take-Home Exams

(1) You may discuss the problems with your classmates or with me, or even with people who took
this course before. It is not considered good behavior to ask these questions at online forums
without mentioning that these are homework questions of an introductory course.

(2) You may use any written source be it printed or online. Google search is perfectly acceptable.

(3) It is absolutely mandatory that you write your answers alone.

(4) You must obey the usual rues of attribution: all sources you use must be explicitly cited in such a
manner that the source is easily retrieved with your citation. This includes any ideas you borrowed
from your friends. (It is always nice to flatter your friends by using their ideas and thanking them.)

(5) Even if you find a solution online, you must rewrite it in your own narration, fill in the blanks if
any, making sure that you exhibit your total understanding of the ideas involved.

(6) Do not lend your written work to your friends and do not ask to borrow their written work. You
may explain your solutions to your friends to any degree of detail you like, or you may ask them
as many questions as they are willing to answer. But the final writing process should be done
alone.

Affidavit of compliance with the above rules: I affirm that I have complied with the above rules
in preparing this submitted work. Moreover I declare that every solution I wrote reflects my true
understanding of the problem, and any sources used, including ideas from friends, are explicitly cited
without exception.

Please sign here: Date:



NAME: STUDENT NO:

Q-1) State the “Analytic Implicit Function Theorem” for holomorphic maps, and cite your source ex-
plicitly. Next let f : Cn → C be a holomorphic function and let Z(f) be its zero set in Cn. State
the conditions for Z(f) to be a complex manifold and prove your claim.

Solution:



NAME: STUDENT NO:

Q-2) Let ` be a line in Cn+1 through the origin. Note that [`] is a point of Pn. Let S2n+1 be the unit
(2n + 1)-sphere centered at the origin in R2n+2. Let P (`) denote the plane in R2n+2 through the
origin corresponding to the complex line `. Show that P (`) intersects S2n+1 in a circle. Moreover
show that if `1 and `2 are two distinct lines in Cn+1 through the origin, then P (`1) ∩ S2n+1 and
P (`2) ∩ S2n+1 are two disjoint circles.
Now solve Exercise 2.1.1 on Huybrechts’s book: Show that Pn is a compact complex manifold.
Describe a diffeomorphism of P1 with the two dimensional sphere S2. Conclude that P1 is simply
connected.

Solution:


